Squaring or Aligning on a Line
Sometimes when your robot drives forward, it doesn’t go in a straight line. When you want it to be exactly
aligned with a line when it stops, use a squaring program.
In order to square on a line, you will need to use 2 different color sensors.
You will also need to split your program so that each motor is moving independently.
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Use Large Motor Blocks - One motor controls the left wheel and one motor controls the right wheel.
Make sure that the ports for your Large Motors and Color Sensors are correct
To unsplit your program, continue your program along one of the strands (it doesn’t matter which one).
Try playing around with the speed of the motors until your robot squares up to a line
What happens if you make the robot back up to white instead of moving forward to white?

Creating a My Block
To avoid having to constantly use numerous programming blocks for a line squaring program, try creating a
“My Block”. You will need to split your line squaring program into 2 separate programs (make sure they are
connected with just one Start block).

1. Highlight your program (do not highlight the Start block)
2. Click on “Tools” then click on “My Block Builder”
3. Name your block something simple like “Square”. (Note: Only the first 6 letters of your block name will show
up in your program)
4. Add a detailed description of your block
5. Click Finish
6. You should be able to find your new My Block in the last section of programming blocks (My Block section)

Line Straddling Program
Line straddling is when you use two light sensors next to each other to follow a line.
Advantages of Line Straddling: Reduces robot wiggling as the robot follows a line
Disadvantages of Line Straddling: It will be harder to square on a line when the robot stops

If the robot is going straight
the Left Color Sensor will see white
and the Right Color Sensor will see white

If the robot is going too far to the right
the Left Color Sensor will see black
and the Right Color Sensor will see white

If the robot is going too far to the left
the Left Color Sensor will see white
and the Right Color Sensor will see black

If the robot turns way too far to the left
the Left color sensor will see black
and the right color sensor will see black

For your line straddling program, you want the robot to:
• Go straight when both Color Sensors see white
• Turn Left when the left Color Sensor sees black and the right Color Sensor sees white
• Turn Right when the left Color Sensor sees white and the right Color Sensor sees black
• Turn Sharply Right when both Color Sensors see black

To create the above program, start with a Loop Block:

Add a Switch Block:

True Field
(with check mark)

False Field
(with X)

Add a Switch Block to both the TRUE and the FALSE fields:
True Field
(with check mark)
False Field
(with X)
True Field
(with check mark)
False Field
(with X)
Add Move Steering blocks to each of the True Fields and each of the False Fields:

Change the Mode on the First Switch Block to Color Sensor, Measure, Color:

Change the Mode on the other two Switch Blocks to Color Sensor, Measure, Color:

Change the Color Boxes on the Switch Blocks to be white and black, according to the rules of your program:

Change the Move Steering Blocks to reflect the rules of your program (don’t forget to add comments!!)

Change the Mode on the Loop Block so the robot knows when to stop following a line:

Now test your Line Straddling Program and see if it works.
Make adjustments with speed and turning degrees as needed.

